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There are two types of serial devices - those that support the receive interrupts feature, and those that don't. Many devices with receive interrupts will send an interrupt when data is received. Others will just send data when the data is available, so you can't know that you are missing data until you are already receiving it. In the case that you read data from a 3rd party serial device, you cannot rely on the device providing timeouts. A device could be modified to hang the program when you try to read data from it, or a device could be implemented in a way that blocks the program indefinitely. The ReadableStream API solves this problem by pushing the
responsibility of timeouts to your program. You can optionally specify the timeout, latency, and message size of the TCP socket used by the SerialPort in port.connect() by passing a ConnectOptions object. The default timeout (30000ms = 30 seconds), latency (10ms = 10 milliseconds), and message size (256 bytes) are reasonable values. A device which is supporting a web-based communication protocol (e.g. TCP and can be registered to your application) can provide the web-based protocol endpoint URL using the port.listen() method. This method will also provide the estimated latency (in ms) to expect for a message received. The SerialPort class has convenient

methods for stopping, restarting, and clearing an event loop. For example, consider the problem of creating a timer based on the host computer's system clock. For example, if you're creating an application that needs to process UDP messages at a rate of 10 Hz, you can use the setTimeout() method to fire the next action every 10ms.
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If we want to continuously read data from a serial device, we need to consider how to run the read loop and maintain port.readable within the loop. However, this requires a call to port.lock() and port.releaseLock() when we need to read more data from the serial device.In addition, port.close() will not be called when the
stream is closed. Therefore, if the stream is closed while the reader is running, the reader.cancel() is ignored and the port remains closed. One way to avoid this situation is to use port.close() early in the loop, then check port.close() later to ensure it was called.To avoid memory leaks in this case, we should clear all of the

Promise before the loop exits. For more information, see Promise concepts.Finally, we need to consider how to resume reading from the serial port when the loop finishes. For example, if your reader was not cancelled and was still running when you closed the serial port, the reader will not be able to resume once the
loop has completed. This can be resolved by pausing the stream with a call to reader.pause() before the loop starts. Of course, this approach may not work for your situation, in which case you may have to find a different solution. var logger = require('./logger'); var serial = require('serialport'); var lineStream =

require('line-stream'); var logger = new logger(); var converter = new lineStream.LineStream.converter(logger); var serialport = new serial.SerialPort(COM4, { encoding: 'utf-8' }, converter); var d = new Date(); serialport.on('data', (evt) => { console.log(evt); const data = Buffer.from(evt.data, evt.encoding); const line =
data.toString(); logger.log('Serial Port Data: ' + line); }); var port = new serialport.SerialPort('/dev/ttyACM0'); port.open(); port.on('data', (evt) => { const data = Buffer.from(evt.data, evt.encoding); if (evt.data.length === 10) { port. 5ec8ef588b
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